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1.Preliminary knowledge
(For undergraduate students)



1.1 1.1 Symmetries and gauge bosonsSymmetries and gauge bosons

Interaction           gauge bosons   symmetry       basis

Electromagnetic          photon             U(1)
interactions                1: 

Weak                       weak bosons       SU(2)L
interactions           3: W+, W-, Z0

Strong                     gluons                SU(3)c
interactions  8: gi

j (i,j=1,2,3)



1.2  Family symmetry

• Quarks and leptons and mass spectra

• We may consider
that those construct
bases of a family 
symmetry.



U(3) family symmetry: 9 gauge bosons Ai
j (i,j=1,2,3)

Basis:

Note that eigenstates of the family symmetry are, in general, 
different from the mass eigenstates.

We define

We may consider

Anyhow, If there is a family symmetry, we can expect 
fruitful phenomenology, e.g. deviations from e--
universality, lepton flavor violation productions, direct 
observations of family gauge bosons, etc.  



2. Why we need 
family gauge symmetry?



2.12.1 Charged lepton mass formulaCharged lepton mass formula

In 1982, I have proposed a charged lepton mass relation

YK,  Lett.Nuov.Cim 34, 201 (1982);  PLB 120, 161 (1983)
Prediction: 
Experimental value：
Note that the prediction was in poor agreement with the 
observed tau lepton mass value of  those  days.

Ten years after：
ARGUS, BES, CLEO (1992)

Present： (PDG2010)



2.22.2 Sumino mechanismSumino mechanism

Note that the mass formula

is so remarkably satisfied with  the pole masses:

while if we take the running masses, the ratio becomes

The deviation comes from the QED radiative correction

Under                                  ,  K is invariant  if    .



e             e                     g            -g

In order to work the Sumino mechanism correctly，
the following conditions are essential:
(i)                                         of the U(3) family symmetry
(ii) Masses of the gauge bosons        :

2009, Sumino has proposed an idea that  the                  term
is cancelled by a contribution from family gauge bosons.



2.3   Family gauge bosons with 2.3   Family gauge bosons with 
inverted mass hierarchyinverted mass hierarchy

The Sumino mechanism cannot be applied to SUSY 
models, because the vertex correction diagrams do not 
affect in SUSY models.

From the diagram (a), we obtain

In order that the cancellation works correctly, 
since  > 0, we consider

For  more details, see  YK & T.Yamashita, PLB 711, 384 (2012)



3. Where do we observe 
their effects?



3.1 Properties of the gauge bosons

• Interactions

• Masses



3.2  Deviation from e- universality 
in the tau decay

Family gauge boson exchange          conventional weak interaction

(z1, z2, z3) = (0.016473, 0.23688, 0.97140)

We can predict a deviation from e- universality 
because ob mass difference between A3

2 and A3
1



Present experimental values 

lead to
This result is in favor of the inverted gauge boson 
mass hierarchy. (For a normal mass hierarchy,  R will 

show R < 1 .)
suggests                   i.e.

This value                           seems to be somewhat low. 
We speculate                       (            a few TeV)   
The value will be confirmed by a tau factory in the near future.



3.3  Rare decays of ps-mesons

Branching ratios of family number conserved semileptonic decays
are not sensitive to explicit values of the quark mixings Uu and Ud.

We predict those in the limit of Uu =1 and Ud=1



3.43.4 Direct searches at LHC and ILCDirect searches at LHC and ILC

for the lightest gauge boson with a mass of  a few for the lightest gauge boson with a mass of  a few TeVTeV

The searches are similar to Z’ searches, 
but we see only peak in +- channel 

(no peaks in e+e- and +- channels)



4.   Concluding 4.   Concluding remarksremarks
Because our family gauge bosons have 
the inverted mass hierarchy, we can 
expect many new effects beyond SM. 
Please try to observe those effects
and contribute to new physics.



If you cannot find any evidence of the family
gauge bosons,  I will say to you. “I am sorry.  

Maybe, my scenario was a fake.”
Then, I will start
searching for 
another scenario.
Theorists are
always 
irresponsible.



Thank you 
for your kind attention


